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THE GROWING CASE FOR SCIENTIFIC HAND ANALYSIS 

 It’s epidemic. Increasing numbers of people are feeling bored, unfulfilled, 

stagnant, and stuck…like something is missing. Somewhere between 60-

70% of corporate leaders and employees are unhappy, and express that 

weak engagement via lackluster performance.  

 Entrepreneurs at all success levels are realizing income and position do 

not translate directly to meaning, legacy, and fulfillment. How do they fill 

that hole and get unstuck? Why aren’t they satisfied? 

 The world is changing, and the environment around us is evolving to one 

of contribution and meaning…living a more spiritual existence. Working 

merely to “make a living” is no longer the desired norm but the exception. 

People are demanding fulfillment, and crave to make a difference. They 

want to live “on purpose,” and are willing to undergo big transitions in order 

to do so. But how? What does living on purpose look like for each of them? 

 People are flocking to coaches and mentors, searching for meaning and 

passion in their lives. Just how are they supposed to make a difference? 
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What is their purpose? Who are they at their core and what exactly are they 

designed to do? 

Books by the dozen, and workshops too, abound to support this quest. And 

they can be very helpful. But questions and doubts inevitably linger…”Did I 

do the exercises correctly? What if my gut feeling was off-base? Is that 

author or facilitator truly expert enough to ensure the accuracy of his 

guidance? Should I really trust what she wrote? Do I trust myself enough, 

and that process, to change my life? I need more specific information. This 

is SO important, I don’t want to make a mistake or head in the wrong 

direction. How can I figure out what I’m really supposed to do?!” 

 The solution, burgeoning in its awareness and practice, is Scientific 

Hand Analysis. Many Hand Analysts are coaches, counselors, and 

therapists using SHA as a key tool in their repertoire.   

 Why? It’s findings are independent of client input. They don’t have to 

take a test and answer 100 questions. The results won’t change depending 

on their mood or circumstances. They don’t have to talk for weeks to give 

their therapist foundation and insight. It’s all right there, in their hands. It’s 

their unique, specific, accurate, and actionable blueprint. 

 Yes, it is scientific. The lines in your hands mimic the neural pathways in 

your brain. Consistent thought and behavior patterns not only mark your 

brain but also your hands. The more frequent and/or intense the thoughts 

and behaviors, the more defined the lines in your hands. Neurologists, 

geneticists, therapists, and coaches are fast embracing this compelling, 

complex, and shockingly accurate modality. (So accurate that FORBES 

wrote an article about it, read it here.) 
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 Researchers gathered and compiled data for over 40 years, from over 

30,000 hands, to develop this learnable system. It is NOT “fortune-telling,” 

but a combination of ancient hand-reading (mentioned in the Bible at least 

30 times), and even more so, current advances in neuroscience and 

human psychology. 

 Your hands contain specific information like a blueprint that uncovers 

your unique story of who you are and why you are here.  In addition to the 

hands’ lines and shapes, fingerprints provide deeply profound guidance. 

Your fingerprints are formed in utero at 14-16 weeks and NEVER change.  

 This blueprint consisting of lines, shapes and prints, reveals your innate 

life purpose…how you are meant to make a difference in the world…your 

challenges and blind spots, special gifts and talents, and more. When you 

think about it, of course God would give us a roadmap to our deepest 

selves, gifts, purpose, and issues! 

 Hand analysis does not depend on the honesty or self-awareness of the 

person being read. The information is consistent and is independent of 

client input. It provides much more breadth and depth about purpose, 

special gifts and talents, aptitudes, challenges, potential, and approach to 

relationships, work, and life. Hand analysis addresses the big Why’s, in 

addition to the How’s.  

 Those individuals experiencing hand analysis, committed to living their 

purpose and making a difference no matter how late in life, describe this 

methodology with these words: life-changing, fascinating, shockingly 

accurate, mind-blowing, cathartic, jaw-dropping, and amazing.  
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 Some of the benefits of Hand Analysis include, for individuals: 

•   Know your Life Purpose and live it (your area/work of greatest 
potential / fulfillment)  

• Confirm you are on the right track 
• Understand your special innate gifts and talents  
• Make a more meaningful contribution to the world  
• Become a better leader, role model, manager, person  
• Know your Life Lesson; learn from it to make better choices and 

improve your life; stop the negative patterns and reduce 
challenges and obstacles  

• Achieve more joy, fulfillment, peace of mind and success 
• Understand your relationship issues and heal them  
• Discover greater compassion for yourself and others  
• Deepen your spiritual connection  
• Increase your intuition and self-confidence 
• Give yourself permission to be authentically YOU, to know why 

you came into this life, AND know how to live that life more fully  
• Answer the big “Whys” in your life 
• Clients say one hand analysis is comparable in learning and value 

to at least 1-3 years of personal growth, self-improvement work, or 
psychotherapy  

 
 
 

 Benefits also include, for organizations: 

• More effective leadership  
• Stronger manager performance, productivity, and profitability 
• Place employees and team members in their ideal work positions 
• Higher retention  
• Improved morale and engagement 
• Greater teamwork performance, productivity, and alliance  
• More creativity and innovation  

 

 The pool of Scientific Hand Analysts, and the masters who teach them, 

is growing, because the demand is increasing exponentially. People want 
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guidance, direction, confirmation, and answers, and they want it now. Hand 

analysis, conducted by a trained professional, cuts through the doubt, 

confusion, time commitment, and vagueness of many other resources.  

 Before long the epidemic will shift, from those searching to those taking 

action on the profound information available to them in their own hands.  

 Don’t be left behind…consider adding this amazing tool and it’s high 

value to your clients’ options for guidance, clarity, and direction!  

 

 

JAYNE SANDERS 

ADVANCED LEVEL IV  SCIENTIFIC HAND ANALYST,  PURPOSE MENTOR,  SPEAKER 

   “L IVE YOUR PURPOSE •  LOVE YOUR LIFE !  ” 

After an MBA and over 25 years in the corporate world, Jayne Sanders grew 

unfulfilled in her career and began a search for her life purpose. She found 

Scientific Hand Analysis, and her life hasn't been the same since. Jayne's passion is 

to help other business leaders feel the same way…fulfilled and inspired every day! 

303-828-8333, jayne@PrecisionWisdom.com, http://precisionwisdom.com. 
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